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About This Game

Description

Tales of Mystics and Madmen: Entourage or TMM: Entourage for short is a top down shooter with a couple of RTS mechanics
mixed in. You pick one of three sides and fight either the other two in various competitive or just one side in cooperative game
modes. Each player character is joined by three bodyguards which may be controlled by your friends at the push of a button on
a gamepad. The game offers various objective-based game modes which vary in length and style, with most of them sharing the

same principles.

Although this game can be played by yourself, it is more fun to engage in conflict with your friends locally and with others
around the globe.

Background
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Three sides fight for supremacy. They are called Primitivists, Progressionists and Royalist. The Prims are deeply connected with
nature and draw influences from various African and Asian cultures. Progs have aristocratic origins and happen to be techno-

lovers (literally), they tend to invent the next big thing before anyone else gains knowledge of their last big thing. The Royals
foster nobility and pride and like to duel each other if not fighting off some bigger threat.

Key Features

PvP Game Modes: King of the Hill, Escort, Team Deathmatch, Warfare and more

PvE Game Modes: Stronghold, Onslaught, Tug of War and more

Each mode changes gameplay in some way

Leaderboard support for various Game Modes

Campaign Mode: Play increasingly difficult matches with your friends vs bots, progress between sessions is saved

Hotjoin local coop: Up to 4 players can play locally, three of them can join/leave at any time

Lead the charge as Commander, your bodyguards (Entourage) follow you

Change the appearance and weapons of your Commander and bodyguards during the match

Unique RTS/Shooter mix: control a single unit and build turrets directly, order troop movement indirectly and their
composition

Invade the enemy's base to kill their workers reducing their income

Various weapons with primary and secondary fire modes unique to each faction

RPG mechanics to round up the gameplay: gain technology points by defeating enemies and empower your troops, use
skills to buff your allies

Call and enter a gunship to turn the tide of battle

Procedural map generator: each game mode requires a different map layout, the map generator creates maps according
to set rules

Match customization: there are various parameters which can be set to adjust game length, starting resources etc

New game modes and maps will be added at irregular intervals as free DLC
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Title: TMM: Entourage
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Chocolate Ship Games
Publisher:
Chocolate Ship Games
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 x64

Processor: Quad Core 3,4GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 7800

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: OnBoard

English
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sorry but i can't recommend this game to anyone. i tried it 2 years ago (2012) and again now. the game is extremely linear. the
graphics leave something to be desired. the camera angles seem forced. the mouse/keyboard controls are not good. please don't
waste your time and money on this game.. Still hard to play but it's fun when I need something that isn't an FPS or I'm just
mindblown after a long day of work.. Extra HoMM5 content, why not?. I have been looking for a single player board game for
years. The roll of the dice along with the decision making of which cards to play make this a very fun game. I like how the cards
that are playable are lit up for each turn.. \u5927\u5bb6\u597d,\u6211\u662f\u6bdb\u5b50\u7684\u6307\u6325\u5b98
\u6211\u770b\u6ce2\u7f57\u7684\u6d77\u7684\u90a3\u4e2a\u4f2f\u514b\u7ea7\u4e0d\u723d\u5f88\u4e45\u4e86,\u6211\u7
ec4\u7ec7\u4e86\u5341\u67b6\u7070\u673a,\u4f4e\u7a7a\u53d1\u5c04\u4e8620\u53d1\u53cd\u8230\u5bfc\u5f39,\u5cb8\u57
fa\u547c\u53eb\u4e8612\u53d1\u53cd\u8230\u5bfc\u5f39\u603b\u517132\u53d1\u9f50\u5c04,\u8fd8\u6709ecm\u7684\u652
f\u63f4,\u7ed3\u679c\u4f2f\u514b\u7ea7\u9632\u4f4f\u4e86\u653b\u51fb\u5e76\u4e14\u603c\u4e0b\u6765\u6211\u56db\u6
7b6\u98de\u673a,\u6211\u8981\u7ed9\u7f8e\u56fd\u56fd\u9632\u90e8\u6253\u7535\u8bdd,"\u8c01\u5f00\u53d1\u7684\u90
a3\u73a9\u610f",\u6211\u90fd\u56db\u5468\u76ee\u4e86,\u76ee\u524d\u8fd8\u5728\u7528\u6bdb\u5b50\u65b9\u52aa\u529
b
\u4eca\u5929\u4e0b\u5348\u6211\u53d1\u73b0
36\u53d1\u53ef\u4ee5\u7a81\u9632\u5e76\u4e14\u91cd\u521b\u4f2f\u514b\u7ea7
\u91cd\u521b\u7684\u662f\u7684\u662f\u963f\u5229\u00b7\u4f2f\u514b\u53f7 DDG-51
\u5df4\u65af\u94a2\u94c1\u53821989\u5e749\u670816\u65e5 \u4e0b\u6c341991\u5e747\u67084\u65e5
\u670d\u5f79\uff0c\u73b0\u5f79. pretty good comics based on a pretty good game, i definitely recommend this if you're a fan
of hotline miami or just a fan of comics in general. if you haven't played hotline miami you'll have no clue what the ♥♥♥♥ is
going on though.

anyways, this was pretty good and pretty fun to read.

10/10 i recommend

gonna put a meme here as well so i look hip with the kids
my name jeff. http://icrontic.com/uploads/features/tech/2011/09/nothing_to_see_here-300x238.jpg

Man, this sucks.. Cheap little game about shooting asteroids and swarms of some space police patrol cars and space tanks.. ive
never had so much fun hitting clothes off
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Having played all the gta games I thought I would try this, And tbh i found it pretty funny it has a short story, Achievements &
Trading Cards 10/10. I like the new update it feels like the future. Gladiator Manager game.. you can simulate or delegate the
fight yourself.
the amount of gladiator styles are abit low but there has been added new and hopefully there will be more added and a broader
way to play..

ive got 72 hours atm and its been a hard start to get going but thats what keept me coming back to keep pushing to get futher..

ive found spartacus aswell after a long search.

i wish you could have more gladiator styles and that the other lodus owners interacted and wanted your gladiators more etc but
as said earlier its getting more and more added so lets hope we get more of everything..
more styles. more citys. more buildings maybe even more countrys and events, leagues.
the opertunities are endless for this game to grow.. It's pretty lame. Not because it does anything obviously bad, but because it's
just... lame. The graphics are lame, the music is lame, the platforming is lame, the puzzles are lame, and it doesn't do anything
that other platformers don't.. The soundtrack is dank.
Also less Russian bias than War Thunder so like, that's a perk.
Spurdo Spärde, much love for the Finnish teams who bring games like this to life.
. If I had to sum it up in four words, it's like laser techno Egyptian Zuma. There are awesome zazzy music and lights in a half-
DDR, half-VirtualBoy style (with none of the eyestrain). It's got a whole bunch of ancient motifs like Scorpions and Pyramids,
and some unique boss battles against what I think are Egyptian gods. I'm quite surprised at how good I became in so short a time.
It's entertaining and never happens the same way twice, and it's the kind of addictive where you start seeing the shapes around
the edges of paragraphs even when you're not playing. I'm seeing that right now. And even if you're colorblind, each colored ball
has a different symbol on it, so you can tell where you need to shoot in order to explode all of them massively with fire and
lightning. The achievements are also not too difficult but they do require quite a bit of effort to get. You won't be disappointed
with Luxor Evolved.. Great to the devs behind Oh..Sir! making more related content, even if it is strangely a new product.

It’s great to see Steam Workshop support for the game, but it doesn’t appear like it’s anything more than just custom icons…

The game, and its predecessor, are both temporarily fun. Solo gameplay is much slower and way less humorous than sharing the
experience. Oh...Sir! is at it’s best when you, and a friend, are frequently seeing new and absurd lines. The game still get really
dull once you’ve seen the majority of sentence fragments.

Why not then create a system for simple custom noun/verb line additions! You could create relevant references for your friend-
group or make and share other community inside-joke packs with others via workshop. The game could keep itself relevant!
You won’t have worry about text-to-speech-ish voice overs because there wouldn’t be a need for it. The sentences are what’s
funny, not the way ‘dirty potter’ slowly stammers out sections of words.

I still have high hopes for the future of this, I guess, series (?) and if you haven’t messed around with the first game either,
picking up either for a few bucks could make a few evenings/meet-ups a bit sillier.

September Update 1:
Change log (v.0.3.0)

Multiplatform release: Added executables for Mac and Linux
Added 2 new coop gamemodes: Open Battle and Corridor Battle
Added a melee unit

Open Battle (Coop)
-Huge open space map with a couple of palisades scattered around the map creating chokepoints and lanes
-Control the flow of battle and outplay your opponent to win
-Production is disabled

Corridor Battle (Coop)
-Stretched area with two teams placed at opposite ends
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-Classic tug of war
-Production is disabled

Maps
-Added secondary maps to all game modes which support unit production
-Secondary maps act like home maps for a team and may be entered and exited by clicking on a position on the minimap
-Added links between main map and secondary maps at specific points, usually at team starting positions

Units
-Added a close combat unit to all factions equipped with a shield and relatively high health pool, causing splash damage

AI
-Added cannons back to the default production rotation

Weapons
-Generally increased the cooldowns of all weapons to reduce clutter and adjust pacing

UI
-Unified tooltips for all game modes to make them more consistent
-Added MoveTo/Show function to the minimap, one makes your character move there, the other pans the camera to the targeted
location
-General cleanup and improvements

FOW
-Improved visual quality of the Fog of War

Performance
-Threaded a lot of tasks improving performance

Multiplayer
-Added various sanity checks to prevent irregular actions. Version 0.4.1:
Change log

Game
-Fixed a bug which caused the map the be really dark at the start of the match

UI
-Fixed a bug which caused some sprites to appear white
-Changed positioning of morale text a bit. Version 0.4.5:
Change log

Animations
-Changed which animations are played by different units and at different speeds

UI
-Fixed a bug which prevented icons from being destroyed on game over

Game
-Fixed some minor bugs

Version 0.4.4

UI
-Added hero portraits to the minimap
-Updated text elements of the options menu for better readability
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Known Issues: Some dropdown menus may act weird. Update to v.0.1.7:
Change log

Artstyle
-Improved the look of the game

Gameplay
-Turned all arcing projectiles which targets foes on a different plane into straight projectiles, this is a workaround to their
otherwise awkward trajectory
-Reduced the speed of arcing projectile moving that way

Balance
-Increased the damage of all bows

Visuals
-Improved support for team colors on all models
-Added various special effects to all environment
-Changed how the fog of war is drawn

Game Modes
-Disabled CTF for now while we work on a fix which affects flag carriers

Misc
-Various improvements to integrity and stability of the game client. Version 0.4.2:
Change log

Open Battle
-Added ~20 maps

UI
-Changed appearance of minimap to only show walkable areas
-Aligned minimap to camera rotation
-Fixed some tooltips (i.e. skills)
-Added colors for hero units on minimap
-Changed local hero color to white
-Reduzed size of minimap icons and made them less intrusive

Game
-Minor bugfixes
-Minor code cleanup
-Reduced the number of props visibile at all times
-Performance improved. Update to v1.40:
Change log

Game
-Added development age progression
-Available Technology levels now depend on current development age
-Integrated Order Map. Players may now give indirect orders to units in each sector of the map
-Building supply has been removed from the game
-General polish and updated game engine to latest engine version

UI
-Cleaned up ui a bit, making space for new ui elements and improved flow
-Added support for Order Map
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. Version 0.5.0:
Change log

Game
-Hero units now inherit stats from other unit types
-Set window mode to full screen by default
-Convention: Unit names are now single word only
-Changed a couple of unit names to conform to this convention
-Added some checks to prevent incorrect building placement
-Added attack boni vs other types to all units
-Now preventing key clicks from opening windows which don‘t make sense for the current game mode

Animations
-Added some missing animations

UI
-Fixed a couple of bugs for tooltips
-Now hiding buttons which are invalid for the current game mode
-Re-added selection circles for the currently selected unit
-Now showing unit stats and info for the currently selected unit

Graphics
-Changed some materials to prevent silhouettes from showing on some units when behind the weapon

Known Issues
-Sometimes units are not playing animations. Update to v.0.1.6:
Change log

Artstyle
-Changed the art direction of the game to be more cartoony improving aesthetics and image acuity

Gameplay
-Added the ability to zoom in and out a lot using the mousewheel

Visuals
-Improved support for team colors on characters
-Disabled the outline effect on units inside the crosshair for now

Terrain
-Removed grass for now
-Changed texture size to accommodate for the new artstyle

UI
-Fixed a bug which prevented users from going through the tutorial a second time in the same session
-Changed the loading screen to show a random character portrait along with tips for the currently loading match

Misc
-Various smaller bugfixes
-Made some changes to how FOW is processed; needs more testing and a performance pass
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